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Abstract: Urbanization and achieving sustainable agriculture are both major societal challenges.
By reducing food miles and connecting people with nature, food cultivation in cities has several
major advantages. However, due to further urban development (peri-) urban agriculture (UPA) is
under threat. To strengthen UPA, we argue for considering UPA as a nature-based solution (NbS)
supporting systemic approaches for societal challenges. However, academic knowledge on UPA’s
contribution to various societal challenges of urbanization is still fragmented. This study addresses
the gap by conducting a systemic literature review, incorporating 166 academic articles focusing on
the global north. The results of the review show that UPA contributes to ten key societal challenges
of urbanization: climate change, food security, biodiversity and ecosystem services, agricultural
intensification, resource efficiency, urban renewal and regeneration, land management, public health,
social cohesion, and economic growth. The value of UPA is its multifunctionality in providing social,
economic and environmental co-benefits and ecosystem services. When implementing UPA, social,
institutional, economic, technical, geographical, and ecological drivers and constraints need to be
considered. To upscale UPA successfully, the study develops an integrative assessment framework
for evaluating the implementation and impact efficiency of UPA. This framework should be tested
based on the example of edible cities.

Keywords: urban food supply; indicators; ecosystem services; multifunctionality; edible city;
systemic solution

1. Introduction

Worldwide cities are spatially expanding twice as fast as the urban population [1]. Since land and
soil are limited resources, the ongoing trend of urbanization will further increase competition between
different kinds of land use such as settlement, transport areas, and arable land [2]. The spatial extension
of cities in particular impacts urban and peri-urban agriculture (UPA) negatively [3,4]. According to
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations [5], UPA can be defined as the growing of
plants or animals within and around cities and associated activities such as producing and delivering
inputs as well as processing and marketing of agricultural products. Urban food is mainly produced at
managed agro-ecosystems. In addition, forests, (industrial) rooftop gardens, residential and community
gardens, containers on balconies, vacant land, edible landscaping, vertical edible green infrastructure
as well as marine and freshwater systems are spaces for urban food products [6–9]. These different
forms of UPA produce a broad variety of foods related to plants and animals (e.g., vegetables, fruits,
eggs, milk) depending on climate conditions, existing technologies, and cultural preferences [8]. All in
all, these different structures and components of UPA contribute to an edible green infrastructure
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with the main aim to contribute to urban food supply [9], which is also the focus of UPA in our study.
Between 15–20% of the world’s food is produced in cities worldwide [10].

Compared to rural agriculture the growing of food in cities has some major advantages such as
close proximity to markets, providing fresh food as well as reducing transportation costs [10]. Indeed,
local food supply through UPA can have multidimensional positive impacts such as reducing negative
impacts on the environment through humans, promoting the local economy, and strengthening social
cohesion [6–8]. The ongoing loss of agricultural land in urban and peri-urban areas raises in particular
the concern of jeopardizing food security [11–13] and the ability to secure the growing demand for
food which will increase by 43% by 2030 [5]. Food security is not only an issue for countries of the
global south but also, for instance, for low-income households of the global north, contributing also
to economic and social well-being [14]. In addition, food quality is a major concern in cities of the
global north and there is an increasing need to provide sustainable locally produced foods [15,16].
Despite the increasing demand for UPA in the global north, many papers dealing with UPA address
the global south [17]. In order to fill this gap, our study focuses on UPA of the global north.

Through UPA’s multidimensional benefits and contribution to societal challenges, such as
decreasing food risk, we argue that urban food supply through UPA can be considered as an
urban nature-based solution (NbS). The concept of NbS promotes systemic approaches for social,
environmental, and economic challenges by supporting, restoring, and maintaining the ecosystem
and sustainable urbanization. It is emphasized that NbS provides innovative solutions to counteract
societal challenges by using natural capital to create sustainable economic growth [18]. Current research
dealing with urban NbS focuses in particular on climate resilience in urban areas [19–21]. This may
be due to the fact that the concept of NbS was firstly introduced in the late 2000s with the aim of
developing solutions for mitigating and adapting to climate change. Since then, they now consider the
protection of biodiversity and quality of life as well [22]. Academic knowledge on UPA’s contribution
to challenges related to urbanization and its co-benefits is still fragmented. For instance, current
reviews dealing with UPA focus on multidimensional benefits in general such as ecosystem services or
social, economic and environmental contributions [9,23], while neglecting the societal challenges of
urbanization which NbS should contribute to.

Therefore, the overall aim of this study is to provide a systematic review of UPA in the global
north and their potential to contribute to major societal challenges and their resulting co-benefits.
Besides understanding the potential multidimensional impacts of NbS, there is the need to comprehend
how to successfully implement NbS [21]. This holds also true for UPA. Thus, regulations or designs can
influence the success of UPA and institutional framework conditions for the implementation of UPA
are argued to need an in-depth understanding for successfully implementing UPA [14,24]. Therefore,
this review will not only address UPA impacts to societal challenges and co-benefits but will also
synthesize important drivers and constraints of UPA implementation.

The key questions the study aims to answer are: (1) Which societal challenges connected with
urbanization can UPA contribute to?, (2) how can UPA be implemented?, and (3) which co-benefits
relate to UPA? Based on the findings, an integrative assessment framework will be developed to
support the upscaling of UPA as NbS. Thus, upscaling NbS is an important step for mainstreaming
NbS in urban areas [21].

2. Methods

2.1. Review Approach

The review is based on peer-reviewed papers published in international scientific journals.
Although gray literature could have provided interesting insights on UPA, such publications were not
included to ensure that only articles with secured high quality standards were involved in the review
to improve the evidence on NbS [18]. Since the concept of NbS encompasses human-environmental
interactions, we included papers published from 2010 onwards [25]. To identify relevant papers a
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search of key variables was done in the categories “title, abstract, and keywords” in the ScienceDirect
(www.sciencedirect.com) and Scopus (www.scopus.com) databases.

The focus of the review is on the question “How does UPA contribute to societal challenges of
urbanization?”. This question secures a close link between NbS and UPA. Defining and specifying key
challenges is a major prerequisite to developing suitable NbS [26,27]. Since we assume that papers
dealing with UPA do not all generally address societal challenges, but also specific challenges and
to secure and to define a clear streamline on how UPA can contribute to NbS [18], we pre-selected
societal challenges in the light of urbanization supported also by UPA to be relevant for the review.
These challenges then function as one of the keyword categories for the database search. Besides societal
challenges we included two further variables for the search terms reflecting the focus on the urban
environment (variables are: urban, peri-urban, city, municipal) as well as on UPA with its main
function of food supply (variables are: agriculture, gardening, farming, cultivation, foraging, forest
farming). These terms were chosen because they include basic information and content information
which we considered as important to answer the main research questions.

To identify the key societal challenges related to urbanization and UPA we searched documents
from high-level policies dealing with NbS and related concepts such as ecosystem services (direct and
indirect benefits by the ecosystem to human well-being [28]) and green infrastructure (strategically
planned multi-scale network of different kinds of urban green and blue spaces, e.g., [29]). NbS needs
further research, due to its broad definition as to how NbS can be linked to similar concepts [27].
We chose high-level policies because it is argued that the uptake of such concepts by planning is
supported by these policies such as shown in the example of urban ecosystem services [30]. Based on
Raymond et al. (2017) [21] and high-level policies, we identified ten key societal challenges UPA can
contribute to (see Table 1). Based on the key challenges, we refined the wording and additional fields
of action we thought needed to be considered, focusing on UPA such as based on key literature review,
e.g., [31]. All text queries used for each challenge and the number of papers identified in total are listed
in Supplementary Material S1. The search was conducted in September 2017.

Table 1. Key societal challenges and related action areas of UPA.

No. Challenges and Relevant Fields of Action References

1 Climate change (including climate change adaption and mitigation,
carbon sequestration) [18,21,32–35]

2 Food security (including food safety, food justice) [32,35]
3 Biodiversity and ecosystem services [18,32–35]
4 Agricultural intensification (including organic farming, sustainable agriculture) [18,34,35]

5 Resource efficiency (including energy efficiency, water protection, urban water, life
cycle assessment) [18,33–35]

6 Urban renewal and regeneration (including abandoned land, brownfields, vacancy) [18,21,33]

7 Land management (including land take, soil sealing, soil degradation, soil erosion,
green space management, governance, green infrastructure) [18,32–35]

8 Public health (including, well-being, quality of life) [18,21,32–35]
9 Social cohesion (including social justice, participation, awareness, civic agriculture) [18,21,33–35]

10 Economic growth (including green jobs, innovation, cost-effectiveness) [18,21,33–35]

The database search resulted in 1590 papers. To specify our review we applied the following
inclusion criteria and we selected papers that:

(1) focus on urban areas in the global north,
(2) address UPA with a focus on food supply,
(3) deal at least with one of the ten challenges,
(4) are published in English,
(5) are published from 2010 onwards and

www.sciencedirect.com
www.scopus.com
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(6) provide an empirical study (reviews, explorative or conceptual papers were excluded to ensure
that primary data on UPA is gained).

We read the abstracts and if necessary the whole paper to determine if the study fulfilled all
requirements and skipped papers which were not relevant for the study or were double listed within
the same or in two or more challenges. If papers appeared in more than one challenge we filtered the
most relevant challenge the paper focuses on (i.e., depending on research questions and objectives) and
noted the additional challenges. The additional challenge was only noted if the study focus addresses
the challenge and it was not sufficient that a challenge was mentioned only peripherally. The selection
process then resulted in 166 articles which were included in the review for a detailed analysis.

2.2. Analysis Approach of Identified Papers

To secure a consistent data extraction and analysis we developed a standardized data extraction
sheet. The articles were analyzed by the authors and trained project staff. The results were
cross-checked by the leading author to streamline all findings at the end of the process. The overall
analysis of the review was done for each challenge separately reflecting the concept of NbS. Besides,
the focus of the analysis is the identification of factors influencing the implementation and co-benefits of
UPA and its related societal challenges. Therefore, the concepts of green infrastructure and ecosystem
services are reflected in the analysis criteria. By doing so, the study contributes to the conceptual
understanding of NbS in relation to UPA. Thus, the concepts of NbS, ecosystem services and green
infrastructure are mutually reinforcing each other, emphasizing the dependences between society and
nature [27].

Taking this conceptual background into account, the analysis of the co-benefits mainly
includes aspects of NbS and green infrastructure planning connected to governance aspects [27,29].
Co-benefits comprise the environmental, social, and economic multifunctionality of UPA [36]. In our
analysis we embed ecosystem services of UPA considering providing, regulatory and cultural
services [37]. Since NbS [27] as well as green infrastructure [38] and ecosystem services [37] stand
out for their socio-ecological approach, actors mentioned in the course of the implementation and
affected by impacts are considered for the implementation and impacts. Table 2 summarizes the
analysis framework.

Table 2. Keywords of the analysis approach.

General Analysis Implementation Co-Benefits

Bibliographic reference
(paper title, author(s), year,
issue/volume, journal)

Strategic UPA planning:

(a) Drivers and constrains
of implementation

(b) Supporting instruments

Co-benefits of UPA:

(a) Multifunctional impacts: social,
economic, environmental

(b) Impacts on ecosystem services:
providing, regulating cultural

Paper content (study focus, case
study (country, city), methods,
data, main results, any comments)

Actors relevant for
implementation Actors affected by impacts

3. Results

After giving a general overview of the review results (see Section 3.1) this section answers the
questions (see Section 1) (1) how UPA contributes to societal challenges connected with urbanization
according to Table 1 (see Section 3.2), (2) which co-benefits relate to UPA (see Section 3.3) and (3) how
UPA can be implemented (see Section 3.4).
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3.1. General Overview and Patterns

3.1.1. Temporal Development

Figure 1 illustrates that UPA is a growing research topic. In particular from 2013 onwards the
number of published papers increased. Interestingly, no papers dealing with challenge 1 (climate
change) were published before 2017.
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Figure 1. Number of published papers between 2010–2017. (Note: It must be considered that not all
2017 papers might have been published at the time of the review. In addition, two papers published in
2018 were included in 2017 since this was the year they were first published online and thus appeared
in the database search).

3.1.2. Geographical Pattern

The majority of the case studies address a single case study city (81%) and single country (92%).
11% and 3% of the papers include two or three case studies, 7% and 1% compare two and three
countries respectively. Only three papers include a comparative study between the global south
and global north focusing on Manila (Philippines) [39], Dar es Salam (Tanzania) [40], and Sebakwe
(Zimbabwe) [41]. Figure 2 illustrates an overview of the geographical distribution of the case studies
focusing on countries of the global north. The analysis shows that most studies were done in Europe,
in particular in central Europe (Germany and Switzerland) and southern Europe (Spain and Italy),
as well as in the USA. Little research was found from Japan, Singapore, and South Korea, and no
research was found, for instance in Russia and Turkey. This could be due to only English language
studies being involved in the review. The focus on the case study cities is on large and growing
cities: the majority of the case studies investigated (46%) had a population over 500,000 residents,
31% between 100,000 and 500,000 and 23% less than 100,000 residents; 80% of the case study cities had
a growing population, 16% of the cities were shrinking in terms of population size (focus of reference
years: 2006–2016). In total, 234 case studies were conducted.
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Figure 2. Geographical distribution of case studies per country with focus on global north.

3.1.3. Major Groups of Papers

The papers can be grouped into three major categories each including two sub-categories
according to their research objectives (papers can also have several foci as well):

(1) Papers focusing on threats related to UPA and the challenges:

(1a) Those that study negative impacts from UPA impacting a challenge (e.g., fertilizer used
for UPA jeopardizes challenge 3, biodiversity) (n = 14).

(1b) Those that reflect negative impacts to UPA through challenges (e.g., challenge 1, climate
change, increases the risk of floods jeopardizing UPA) (n = 6).

(2) Papers focusing on opportunities related to UPA and the challenges:

(2a) Those that investigate positive impacts from UPA on a challenge (e.g., urban gardening
contributing to social cohesion (challenge 9) (n = 90).

(2b) Those that reflect positive impacts to UPA through impacts related to a challenge (e.g.,
challenge 1, climate change, and the related impact urban heat island promote food supply
of exotic fruits) (n = 16).

(3) Papers having an open focus (negative/positive impacts) related to UPA and the challenges:

(3a) Those that study positive and negative impacts resulting from UPA on a challenge (e.g.,
assessing the environmental performance of food production by rooftop gardens using a
life cycle assessment approach (challenge 5)) (n = 21).

(3b) Those that consider positive and negative impacts to UPA through impacts related to a
challenge (e.g., assessing the soil quality of urban brownfields (challenge 6) used for urban
gardening) (n = 24).

Since our main research objective is to analyze the role of UPA as NbS and its related co-benefits,
we included for the further analysis only papers dealing with study focus 2 or 3 and excluded papers,
which were only focusing on 1 resulting in a total of 150 papers. Supplementary Material S2 shows all
papers per challenge and study focus.
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3.2. UPA Contributing to Societal Challenges of Urbanization

Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of the papers per challenge. Most papers focus on ecosystem
services and biodiversity (challenge 3), followed by land management (challenge 7) and food security
(challenge 2). The least investigated challenges are agricultural intensification (challenge 4), climate
change (challenge 1) and public health (challenge 8). The following chapter delves deeper into the
single challenges and presents the results respectively.
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Figure 3. Distribution of the papers per challenge related to group 2 and 3 (in %, n = 150).
(Note: Challenge 1 (C1): climate change (including climate change adaption and mitigation, carbon
sequestration); challenge 2 (C2): food security (including food safety, food justice); challenge 3 (C3):
biodiversity and ecosystem services; challenge 4 (C4): agricultural intensification (including organic
farming, sustainable agriculture); challenge 5 (C5): resource efficiency (including energy efficiency,
water protection, urban water, life cycle assessment); challenge 6 (C6): urban renewal and regeneration
(including abandoned land, brownfields, vacancy); challenge 7 (C7): land management (including
land take, soil sealing, soil degradation, soil erosion, green space management, governance, green
infrastructure); challenge 8 (C8): public health (including, well-being, quality of life); challenge 9 (C9):
social cohesion (including social justice, participation, awareness, civic agriculture); challenge 10 (C10):
economic growth (including green jobs, innovation, cost-effectiveness).

3.2.1. Climate Change

In the light of ongoing urbanization worldwide, impacts resulting from climate change (e.g.,
floods, droughts) will harm cities and people living there. Cities being vulnerable to climate change
should take a leading position in implementing climate change mitigation and adaption [42].

In this regard, it is surprising that only six papers included in the review focus on the impact by
UPA on climate change [42], which is the second least important challenge according to the number
of papers. This might be due to the fact that impacts by climate change on cities are considered in
a more general way, not focusing solely on UPA. However, empirical studies investigating UPA’s
potential in adapting and mitigating to climate change found that food grown in cities can be an
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important source in reducing greenhouse gas emissions such as carbon dioxide (CO2), for instance
by reducing food mileage [43], growing vegetables in residential gardens [44] or using soilless
crops [45]. Besides reflecting climate change as a challenge for urbanization, climate change can
also offer UPA opportunities in growing food such as reflected in a case study in Toronto (Canada) [46].
Warmer winters and longer and hotter growing seasons in the city of Toronto provide the possibility to
grow warmer-climate crops that would, without the urban heat island effect, not grow successfully [46].
However, heat and related water restrictions put food production in urban gardens such as in California
(USA) at risk. Lin et al. (2018) showed that, among other things, tallest vegetation, tree and shrub
species richness, grass and mulch cover contribute to cooling factors showing that an appropriate
garden management influences the potential of UPA contributing to climate change mitigation and
adaption [47].

3.2.2. Food Security

Food security demands that “all people, at all times, have physical, social and economic access to
sufficient, safe and nutritious food which meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active
and healthy life” [48], p. 29. That means that food security includes access to food in terms of quantity
and quality and personal preferences.

In our review the contribution of UPA to food security is, together with challenge 9, the third
most focused one with 21 papers. To understand the capacity of urban ecosystems contributing to
food supply there is a range of estimations on different scales, types of food supplied and farming
management. The review shows that the potential degree of meeting a city’s food self-sufficiency varies
between case studies (see Table 3). One study suggests that urban food supply can fully be met by UPA
for high-yield fresh vegetables and fruits using areas on a ground level (e.g., vacant land, residential
and commercial areas) and flat roofs [49]. However, further studies suggest that meeting the vegetable
demand of the population depends on the management intensity of urban farming [7], the type of food
provided (fruit or vegetable [50]), the individual food consumption behavior (e.g., meat vs. plant-based
nutrition [51]), and supply of suitable space for UPA. For instance, a study in Singapore, focusing solely
on rooftop farming, suggests that the domestic demand for vegetables can be satisfied by 35.5% [52].
The fact that only focusing on rooftop farming might not meet the consumption demand was also
proven in a study in Rubí (Spain) [53]. To conclude, the studies can hardly be compared with each
other. For instance, the studies differ strongly in their modeling and analysis methods, often neglecting
differences in consumption behavior (e.g., age, sex) and preferences, which influences food supply
and demand (see Table 3). Also the assumptions of potential areas for UPA are often simple. Not all
horizontal areas are eligible for UPA, for instance shady spaces or areas needed for other functions,
however, the whole horizontal area was used for calculation in the Munich (Germany) study [50].

When dealing with UPA contributing to food security there is the need to consider socio-economic
implications. For instance, people on low incomes rely on urban gardening due to lacking access
to food [54]. UPA also supports food resilience after natural disasters, as shown in a case study
in Tokyo (Japan) [55]. In general, studies suggest that urban gardening does not only increase the
quantitative access to food but also food security in terms of quality by promoting a more nutritious
diet irrespective of income level [56,57]. The growing interest of residents in organic and local food is a
major opportunity to promote the implementation of UPA further [58].
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Table 3. Overview on methods and outcomes calculating urban food supply.

Case Study
(City/Country) Land Analyzed for UPA Food Assessed Methods Used Food Demand Degree of Potential

Food-Self-Sufficiency/Food Supply Reference

Boston/USA

City: rooftop and ground
level areas (vacant,
residential, commercial
parcels suitable for
primary agriculture)

Fruit and vegetables (dark
green vegetables, tree fruits
considering local climate
and different
production practices)

GIS-based model for UPA
site suitability analysis,
spatially averaged crop
yield for estimating
food yields

USA average annual intake
of 197 kg fresh fruit
and vegetables

Ca. 1 million people (50% larger than
the case study city’s population) [49]

Montréal/Canada
City: residential gardens,
industrial rooftops,
vacant space

Vegetables (representative
sample of vegetable
proportions and varieties
considering the local
climate and
costumer preferences)

Spatial analysis, multiple
production scenarios
(high-intensity vs.
low-intensity) according to
secondary data

Recommendation
according to international
organizations: 121 kg/year
of fresh vegetables
per person

(1) All vacant land: low-intensity
yields: 45%, high-intensity
yields: 75%;

(2) All industrial rooftops: 277%;
(3) Residential yards:

low-intensity yields: 92%,
high-intensity yields: 128%;

(4) Vacant areas, residential yards,
industrial rooftops:
low-intensity yields: 379%,
high-intensity yields: 446%

[7]

Munich/Germany

Single district: unsealed
one and two-story
buildings, unsealed and
sealed surfaces like car
parks, green spaces, flat
roofs, roofs with an angle
of <15◦, building facades

Apples, white
cabbage, grapes Spatial analysis

Recommendation
according to WHO:
146 kg/year fruits and
vegetables per person
(discounting children
under the age of three since
they consume less food)

66% of demand for fruit, 246% of
demand for vegetables [50]

Tampines New
Town/Singapore

City: rooftop areas of all
slab block
public housings

Vegetable produced by
inorganic hydroponics Spatial analysis

Singapore’s vegetable
needs (no further
definition)

35.5% of Singapore’s vegetable needs [52]

Adelaide/Australia Single district:
Backyard gardens Crop yields, meat yields

Linear Programming
(considering different
dietary preferences)

Default food group intake
ranges (considering lower
and upper bounds
(according to age, sex,
height and level of physical
activity) for energy and
protein, plus sixteen “food
groups” representing a
nutritionally diverse diet)

10–15% of dietary protein [51]

Rubí/Spain City/site: Rooftop
greenhouses Tomatoes Spatial analysis Case study’s average yearly

consumption
50% of the case study’s total
population [53]
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3.2.3. Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services

Compared to traditional engineered solutions, NbS such as organic farming are argued to be
cost-effective, long-term solutions providing multiple benefits which can be mirrored by the ecosystem
services they provide [59].

That UPA has multiple benefits is confirmed in the third challenge analyzing its contribution
to biodiversity and ecosystem services. In fact, most papers focus on this challenge. The majority
of the studies deal with the mapping and assessing of multiple ecosystem services provided by
different kinds of UPA e.g., [60–62]. However, some studies focus solely on one benefit, mostly on
biodiversity (8 papers, e.g., [63–65], followed by regulating services (7 papers) mainly related to run-off
mitigation [66,67], maintenance of soil quality [68,69], microclimate regulation [70], and pollination [71].
The focus of the studies dealing with ecosystem services and biodiversity is clearly on community
gardens (14 papers, e.g., [60,61,72], followed by private/home food gardens (6 papers, e.g., [73–75]
and allotment gardens (5 papers, e.g., [60,68,76]). Urban and peri-urban farms [75,77] or rooftop
gardens [78] are rarely investigated within this challenge.

Papers analyzing multiple ecosystem services focusing in particular on community, allotment,
and home gardens confirm that UPA can provide a bundle of ecosystem services including cultural,
provisioning, and regulating ecosystem services and support biodiversity [61,71,74,76]. Ranking the
importance of several ecosystem services according to the beneficiaries’ needs and use, the studies
are not always consistent. Two studies suggest that in particular cultural ecosystem services are of
crucial importance [60,76] and the importance of gardens for food supply is decreasing [76]. In contrast,
another study found that food production has a high importance [61].

Only two papers discussed trade-offs or synergies among ecosystem services [72,73]. The papers
suggest that there might be trade-offs between food supply and microclimate regulation as well as
between food production and biodiversity. For instance, trees which are important for climate
regulation have to be removed in favor of food production [73]. Trade-offs between biodiversity
and micro-climate regulation can also be confirmed suggesting that site characteristics (e.g., site size)
strongly influence trade-offs [73].

3.2.4. Agricultural Intensification

To fulfil the increasing demand for agricultural crops in the light of the increasing global
population, the intensification of existing cropland is one opportunity besides land clearing. However,
at present agricultural intensification is already connected to environmental impacts such as
contributing to global greenhouse gas emissions, which results among other things from fertilization,
which also jeopardizes the ecosystem [79]. Agricultural intensification is also identified as one main key
European pressure threatening ecosystem degradation [18]. In contrast to agricultural intensification,
organic agriculture is argued to be a NbS as it reduces soil erosion, supports biodiversity and is socially
and economically sustainable [59].

As an answer to these challenges, this topic seems not to be relevant in urban settings and we only
identified three papers within this challenge [80–82], which is the most underrepresented one in our
study. However, organic and environmental sustainable UPA should also be set on the political agenda
since it is connected to multidimensional co-benefits, such as support of the local economy, social
inclusion, and biodiversity [81]. Residents value the taste and smell of local organic food, criticizing
the conventional agri-food system as being non-sustainable [82]. Arrobas et al. (2017) recommend
that organic farming should be the preferable management practice since it can reduce environmental
risks for the city environment and produces edible plants with low content of trace metals due to the
absence of pesticides and a severely reduced use of fertilizers [80]. However, the healthy status of
the plants might also be due to reduced traffic and the low industrialization rate in the case study
cities [80]. The findings of the review suggest that more research on organic UPA is needed, including
its chances, opportunities, and challenges of implementation on a broader scale.
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3.2.5. Resource Efficiency

In light of resource scarcity and the challenge to feed the increasing urban population, the current
modes of conventional food production are requested to reduce the urban footprint. To use resources
efficiently and to maintain a healthy ecosystem there is a need to adapt cyclical urban metabolism [83].
In this regard NbS is supposed to be energy and resource-efficient [18].

The potential of UPA to contribute to resource-efficient food production was investigated by
14 papers placing this challenge into the center of the ten challenges. The focus of this challenge is
in particular on vacant spaces and rooftop gardens. Vacant spaces can be used to increase energy
self-sufficiency by bioenergy production [84,85] without threatening food security [84]. To establish
synergies between energy efficiency and food production fully, integrated rooftop greenhouses can
be used to exchange CO2, rainwater and heat between the building itself and its connected rooftop
greenhouse [86]. To get a full picture of the metabolism of UPA from production to consumption,
life-cycle assessments of rooftop gardens showed that environmental and economic impacts differ
between cultivation techniques such as nutrient film technique vs. floating vs. soil [87], rooftop garden
vs. industrial greenhouse [88] or open-air rooftop vs. rooftop greenhouses [89]. Food production,
such as by rooftop gardens, can support sustainable distribution by reducing food miles and providing
environmental benefits along the life cycle such as reduced product loss during distribution and in
the end limiting the amount of food waste [88]. Innovative farm management strategies can support
the closing of cycles, as well. The production of algae promotes the re-use of nutrients and fixates
carbon. Algae can be grown on water as an alternative option when space is limited in coastal and
delta cities [39]. An urban stormwater farm in Melbourne (Australia) harvested stormwater from a
300 ha residential, densely built-up area to irrigate 20 ha of orchard and permaculture gardens and
2 ha allotment gardens [90]. Buildings’ rooftops can also be used for water harvesting. By modeling
the irrigation potential of 2,631 fruits and vegetables gardens in Rome (Italy), results indicate that
19% and 33% of the study sites achieve water self-sufficiency depending on the irrigation efficiency [91].
Whether residents choose alternative watering sources for their gardens depends, according to a study
from a Mediterranean region, on socio-demographic drivers such as unemployment, retirement
and education level [92]. All in all, all reviewed examples showed a range of opportunities for
resource-efficient UPA forms. However, it should be mentioned that the cases presented mostly
address single case studies, models and experiments. Further research in this regard should prove how
these cases can be implemented on a larger scale considering planning realities and local conditions.

3.2.6. Urban Renewal and Regeneration

Urban regeneration through NbS is one of seven actions which are promoted by the European
Commission suggesting among other things the revitalization of vacant space through community
gardens and urban farms [18].

With 14 papers this challenge is placed, like challenge 5 (see Section 3.2.5), in the center of
the challenges investigated. In the focus of the papers are urban regeneration actions through
requalifying urban vacant spaces such as through community gardens [93,94] and urban horticulture
such as the implementation of gardens in public spaces, an abandoned ex-military barrack or in the
neighborhood [95]. A case study in New York City (USA) found that in Manhattan 18% of vacant
spaces are indeed used for community gardening [96]. Besides community gardens, rooftop farming
can also contribute to urban regeneration [97,98]. Regardless of the type of UPA, these studies suggest
that UPA promotes urban regeneration processes by improving the city’s image [95], supporting local
food supply [95,97], promoting urban biodiversity and increasing economic benefits for low-income
residents by saving food costs [99]. Furthermore, UPA is perceived as being more attractive, for
example community gardens instead of vacant land plots [93]. In particular, the social benefits of urban
regeneration processes are emphasized in the studies. Urban gardening initiatives on abandoned land
promote social interaction [95,99,100] and support residents after disasters, such as Hurricane Katrina
in New Orleans by fostering self-governance and reclaiming public space and identity [101]. However,
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due to limited spaces in cities vacant spaces can also be welcome options for urban development and
residents need public support to access this land for gardening [94]. Temporary community gardening
initiatives are one option for using vacant spaces and profiting from urban regeneration processes [100].
Finally, it must be concluded that using UPA as NbS for urban regeneration must be implemented
with caution. Depending on the location and its former function the area can be contaminated with
trace metal which might harm food quality and human health [102] (see also Section 4.2).

3.2.7. Land Management and Governance

To successfully implement NbS there is the need for supporting institutional frameworks and
governance structures, such as green space management [18,21]. Such a challenge has often been
raised in this review and, according to the number of papers, it is the second most important one.

Even though the focus of the papers generally dealing with NbS is on green infrastructure
planning [19,21,27], only a few papers in this review take-up explicit management implications for UPA
relating to green infrastructure planning. A German study found that low-intensity farmland has great
potential to contribute to the connectivity of urban green infrastructure, even more than forests at the
city level [103]. However, urban forest is a crucial provider of ecosystem services, such as microclimate
regulation and recreation [104]. Their contribution to urban food supply is, according to our review,
mostly neglected and only three papers focus on edible forests [105–107]. In terms of management
implications, one paper addresses the potentials of urban forests for fruit production and part of the
urban edible landscape which should be fostered by urban planning [107]. Thus, according to their
case study in Seattle (USA), they found that city regulations forbid the planting of certain fruiting
varieties such as of cherry or apple [107]. The fact that the mainstreaming of UPA in the urban planning
process needs institutional support was emphasized by a range of papers [40,108,109]. Studies suggest
it needs broad coalitions between different actors to place UPA on the political agenda [110,111] and to
implement UPA in the urban landscape such as through sharing private green spaces for urban food
production under the principle of the sharing economy [112]. Another conclusion drawn from several
papers is that emphasizing the multidimensional benefits derived from UPA sharpens the perception
by authorities that UPA is a major pillar for sustainable urbanization [113,114]. One factor constraining
UPA is the lack of or only temporary access to land [111,115,116], which is often under threat due to
competition with other land uses [117]. To secure areas of high agricultural productivity in UPA areas,
it needs an optimization and a targeted planning of urban development and its configuration [118,119].

To secure a high productivity of land and healthy food supply another line of papers suggest
that an integrative management of UPA needs to test the soil conditions before implementing UPA,
thus taking into account chemical and physical characteristics [120], the site history and atmospheric
deposition trends [121] feeding into a site-specific risk assessment [122], which includes a human
health risk assessment as well [123]. Further constraints and drivers of UPA implementation going
beyond this challenge are presented in Section 3.3.1.

3.2.8. Public Health

Ten papers of the review reflect positive impacts of UPA on public health and quality of life,
giving them a ranking of seventh place according to the number of papers. The fact that urban
green spaces contribute significantly to mental and physical health as a major benefit from NbS is
widely accepted [19,33]. The papers identified in this challenge solely study health implications with
community gardens (8 papers, e.g., [124–126]) and allotments (2 papers, [127,128]. Through surveys
and interviews self-related health status and perceived benefits from gardening were assessed,
e.g., [124,127,128]. All studies concluded that residents experience health benefits through urban
gardening resulting from social interactions in particular [124,126–129]. Especially for vulnerable
population groups such as the elderly [130], residents recovering from natural disasters [131]
or patience in hospitals [124], urban gardening can be considered a restorative greening activity
supporting learning and empowerment. Health benefits occur as well through promoting the
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intake of healthy food [126,132]. Comparing the self-reported health impacts between gardener and
non-gardener, a study found that gardeners were perceived to generally have better health conditions
than non-gardeners [127]. However, when it comes to physical assessments, which analyze the BMI
between gardeners and non-gardeners, studies are inconclusive reporting no differences between
gardeners and non-gardeners [127]. Another study found significantly lower BMIs of community
gardeners compared to their neighbors not involved in community gardening [129]. To get a broader
and valid picture of health impacts by UPA future studies should not only focus on urban gardening
but also on other forms of UPA such as related to urban farming. These studies should also go beyond
self-reported health benefits and undertake interdisciplinary research together with life sciences.

3.2.9. Social Cohesion, Social Justice, Participation/Civic Engagement

As demonstrated in Section 3.2.8, well-being through gardening results among other things from
social interactions and integration. 21 papers take a deeper look at the role of UPA contributing to
social cohesion, social justice, and civic engagement, resulting in the fourth most investigated challenge
in this review. In general, the strengthening of community cohesion and involvement of society in
urban development is a main aim of NbS to support urban residents re-connecting with nature [18].

Municipalities play a crucial role in supporting UPA by providing access to land and legal
permissions [133,134]. However, the initiators of UPA initiatives such as community gardens are
mostly driven by NGOs or civic groups [133]. The drivers for civic agriculture can differ between the
types of UPA: community farms are argued to target civic participation and food supply for people with
low income. In contrast, commercial farms focus on financial sustainability [15]. The motivations for
engaging in UPA differ among the residents as well. Studies showed that reasons for urban gardening
are environmental concerns for educated residents. In contrast, for low-income and unemployed
gardeners urban gardens can support the access to food and supplement the family budget [134].
In this regard, UPA gains importance for poor people and people out of work in particular in light
of current financial and economic crisis, such as shown in the example of Lisbon (Portugal) [135]
(see also Section 3.2.2 (challenge 2)). In fact, residents doing urban gardening experience a sense of
belonging, empowerment and environmental awareness [135–139]. These findings can be interpreted
in light of current challenges connected with the resistance of neoliberal urbanization and the demand
of residents to reclaim public space and self-governance, to experience solidarity and use UPA as a
form of emerging commons [140]. The multidimensional benefits from UPA also offer the opportunity
for social cohesion, since actors are forced to be confronted with a plurality of various perspectives
which are the basis for a democratic society [141]. In this regard, it must also be mentioned that
social justice of UPA can be harmed such as due to race- and class-based disparities among UPA
practitioners [142,143]. In the end, it can be concluded, that for a successful civic agriculture there is no
strategy which fits all cities but the various planning, economic and cultural framework conditions of
each city UPA is embedded [133,144] as well as the socio-economic and cultural background of the
residents and their position within the community need to be considered [134,145].

3.2.10. Economic Growth

NbS can be considered a flagship term which supports the development of innovations, create
jobs and fosters the green economy by incorporating natural capital in integrative policies and
planning [18,22].

The economic benefits of UPA are reflected by 12 papers showing that current research dealing
with UPA considered more often environmental (e.g., biodiversity) or social aspects such as social
cohesion or food security. In fact, UPA projects combining economic with social and ecological goals can
gain higher acceptance by urban residents than professional UPA driven by technology [146]. A study
suggests further that: “( . . . ) maximizing urban agriculture’s economic impacts can take the form
of enabling broad participation through human capital development, grower support programs and
securing land tenure for gardens and farms.” [147], p. 13. A study in Germany found that UPA projects
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do not focus on only one business model, but that direct marketing is combined with participatory
farming along increasing urbanity [148]. Such benefits can be fostered by innovative forms of UPA
such as ZFarming (Zero-Acreage Farming including indoor farming, rooftop greenhouses, open
rooftop farms) [149–151] or urban aquaponics [152].

Besides the potentials of UPA contributing to economic growth and innovation, economic
implications on UPA arise through responses by residents of neo-liberalization and economic
crisis [149,153]. The increasing social awareness of food and the negative impacts induced by
industrialized agriculture is highly political and can be considered as a gateway to general criticisms
of capitalism harming natural capital and social justice [154]. Due to these critical views of the current
economic system, UPA is attracting renewed attention as a major space to “engage the politics of
food” [154], p. 351

3.3. Implementation of UPA as Nature-Based Solution and Its Co-Benefits

By taking into account UPA as systemic NbS, we identified important framework conditions
influencing the implementation of UPA and potential co-benefits. The drivers and constraints as
supportive framework conditions for UPA, related to steering instruments, multidimensional co-benefits
and relevant actors important for implementation as well as affected by UPA identified during the
review, can be considered as system elements of UPA. The detailed findings of the system elements
can be structured by categories (e.g., social, ecological, economic, spatial, and technological drivers)
and their indicators. In general, indicators are useful to evaluate the effectiveness of NbS and make
their effects visible [19]. This section presents the system elements and its categories. The complete
list with the complemented indicators per category can be found in Supplementary Material S3 for
factors influencing UPA implementation and Supplementary Material S4 displaying UPA co-benefits
and affected actors.

3.3.1. Drivers and Constraints of UPA Implementation

The following section deals with factors influencing the implementation of UPA based on
our review. We distinguish between constraints and drivers which are of social, institutional,
economic, ecological, spatial and technical nature and identified important instruments supporting
UPA implementation.

Figure 4 summarizes the categories of our findings with regard to UPA implementation. The total
number of drivers cited in the review (n = 442) outnumbers the amount of constraints (n = 296)
by far, underlining the fact that different forms of UPA have, generally speaking, a rather positive
image. Social drivers (n = 225) clearly dominate the other categories. “Community participation and
building” with 36 citations is considered to be the major social driver in our review (16% out of all
social drivers), followed by “access to food in qualitative terms” (13%), including for instance access
to fresh and healthy food, e.g., [54,58]. Surprisingly, the multifunctionality of UPA, which is seen
in our paper as a major benefit of UPA, finds only weak consent in the review literature regarding
social drivers (9%). This fact underlines the still underestimated multifunctional potential of UPA in
empirical case studies. Nevertheless, one has to consider that some papers address different functions
of UPA, e.g., [113,133], but do not explicitly mention its multifunctional character. The second-most
cited category refers to institutional drivers of UPA implementation (n = 81). In this case, “policy
regulations supporting UPA” (41%) is seen as the major institutional driver, according to the reviewed
literature. It includes laws and regulations mainly introduced or amended by the city government
(see also Section 3.3.2). “Bottom-up policy-making” is also considered as an important driver in this
category (22%), in which citizens are actively involved in shaping the local policy agenda in favor
for UPA, e.g., [40,155]. In contrast, “top-down policy-making” with clear rules in allotment gardens
is regarded as a minor institutional driver within the review and is cited only once [111]. The main
driver for UPA implementation within the economic category (n = 69) refers to “resources available
for UPA” (38%), including funding for projects, employment opportunities or knowledge on UPA,
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e.g., [84,112,156]. Conversely, a minor economic driver includes the “proximity of the supply market”
for food products [105] (1% out of all economic drivers). Ecological drivers are cited 33 times in
total. In this category “nature protection”, including preserving and enhancing biodiversity [72],
for instance, plays a major role in the review literature (64%), while “counteracting environmental
pollution” through UPA (18%) is perceived as a minor ecological driver for UPA implementation.
Spatial and technical drivers in general are less often cited than the other drivers within the categories
mentioned above. Regarding spatial drivers, “securing space for UPA” is of major importance (33%),
which can be seen as a consequence of limited space for UPA due to increasing urbanization [157].
In contrast, a “low demand for new residential areas”, is of minor importance regarding this category
(4%), further underlining the urbanization pressure inherent in many case study cities. The main driver
in the technical category (n = 10) refers to “efficient management methods” (50%), such as recycling,
e.g., [50] or the cultivation of space-efficient crops, e.g., [158], whereas “regular maintenance of UPA
areas” (10%) appears to be of minor importance in the review.

Regarding the constraints of UPA implementation, most can be found in the institutional category
(n = 100). The most frequently cited indicator here is the “lack of governmental support” (19%),
which puts UPA low on the local policy agenda, e.g., [95,159]. In contrast, “unclear ownerships” (3%)
of land or “unclear responsibilities in the city government” (1%) appear to be a minor constraint for
the implementation of UPA in this category. The second-most cited constraints refer to the social
dimension (n = 72). In this category, a “lack of community support” (n = 38%) is the most striking
constraint for the implementation of UPA. This constraint includes a lack of citizens’ motivation [43],
negative perceptions of UPA forms [77], lack of trust [82], or even vandalism [160]. “Constraining food
consumption patterns” (3%), such as the consumption of food products from globalized industrial
agriculture, e.g., [117], do not play a highly restricting role for UPA implementation in the review.
Economic constraints make up the third-most cited category (n = 59). In this case, “costs related to
UPA”, such as the costs for labor, energy, management, and construction of UPA activities, e.g., [85,97],
as well as limited resources referring to manpower, finances, or time, e.g., [58,61], seem to be a
major concern for UPA implementation in this category (31% respectively). In contrast, the “lack of
an UPA business model” is considered to be a minor economic constraint in the review literature
(2%). Ecological constraints, totaling 34 citations of indicators, mostly referring to soil contamination
(32%) through the use of pesticides, e.g., [45], which may affect the practice of UPA. Conversely,
“flood risk” (3%) or the “overabundance of animal manure” (3%) affecting UPA is not seen as a
major limiting ecological factor for its implementation. Analogue to the drivers, spatial and technical
constraints play a minor role in comparison to the other categories mentioned above. Spatial constraints
(n = 14), largely refer to “limited space for UPA” (71%) e.g., through land fragmentation derived from
urbanization [157], which in turn results in long waiting lists for UPA areas [159], followed by “lacking
physical accessibility of land for users” for example due to long distances to UPA areas (29%) [143].
Regarding technical constraints (n = 17), infrastructural constraints, including, for instance the weight
of rooftop gardens, which can be too high for construction [89], make up the main technical constraint
for UPA implementation (47%), while “lack of technological knowledge” (18%) plays a minor role.

Overall, one has to consider that even though some drivers and constraints have been mentioned
only once or twice, this does not mean that they are not important for the implementation of different
forms of UPA. On the contrary, they might even signalize a research gap, which has to be addressed.
Thus, a next step should be to elaborate on the indicators further by conducting a prioritization method,
such as the multi-criteria analysis based on stakeholder preferences in specific case studies [161] (see
also Section 4.1.4.).

3.3.2. Instruments Supporting UPA Implementation

The instruments promoting the implementation of UPA in the review are manifold. Most of them
refer to financial aspects and incentives (29%), including, for example subsidized start-up costs for new
gardeners, e.g., [44], or tax breaks for rooftop farmers, e.g., [110,162]. Laws and regulations promoting
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UPA are often mentioned as important instruments in our review, as well (27%). They can be either
formal, such as the Community Empowerment Act in Glasgow (Scotland), which empowers citizens
to receive land for local food cultivation [144] or informal in the form of urban visioning documents,
such as the South Hyllie Master plan in Malmö, Sweden, which focuses on “farming” and “culture”
as key action fields for UPA [133]. Informational instruments play also an important role for the
implementation of UPA. These include training and education (17%) in the form of e.g., workshops on
urban gardening [95,109], public relations [61,160] (10%) (e.g., websites or newspaper articles on UPA)
or the creation of respective networks, exchanging information and knowledge on UPA [149] (8%).
Further instruments mentioned in the review refer to the monitoring of UPA areas (8%), including land
inventories of potential UPA spaces [163], modeling approaches [75], or holistic risk assessments [40]
in order to observe multidimensional opportunities and threats of UPA quantitatively.Sustainability 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  16 of 32 
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3.3.3. Actors Relevant for UPA Implementation

The actor constellation relevant for UPA implementation ranges from macro over meso to
micro scale.

The macro scale ranges from the integration of UPA into global policies (n = 1) over European
government level (European Union) (n = 2) over national level (national government and national
informal networks) (n = 5) to the regional government level (n = 16), while the latter is predominant in
this scale. The meso scale includes mainly the city government (n = 73) with its different departments,
such as urban planning [164], environmental [96], or health departments [100], while the micro scale
clearly and obviously shows the highest number and diversity of actors (n = 263). Non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) (n = 43), residents (n = 41), (urban) farmers (n = 30), gardeners (n = 27)
as well as vulnerable population groups, including children and youth, pensioners, immigrants,
people of low income, or ex-criminals (n = 26) make up the highest share within the review literature.
Further important actors are local and/or social companies (n = 20), researchers (n = 16), architects and
planners (n = 12), volunteers (n = 12), activists (n = 11), consumers (n = 6), donors (n = 4), investors
(n = 3), artists (n = 2), therapeutical clinics (n = 2), real-estate agencies (n = 2), food policy councils
(n = 2), teachers (n = 2), and (local) media (n = 2).
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3.4. Co-Benefits of UPA

3.4.1. Ecosystem Services and Multifunctional Benefits by UPA

UPA can supply multiple forms of ecosystem services and multifunctional social, economic,
and ecological impacts, which can be seen as UPA co-benefits. Figure 5 summarizes our results
related to ecosystem services provided by UPA. The most often cited ecosystem services are of cultural
nature (n = 111). In this case, “recreation and mental and physical health” are of major priority
(33%), followed by “education and learning” (27%) and “nature experience” (17%). UPA serving as a
“tourism” opportunity plays a minor role in the review (9%). Second-most cited ecosystem services
classification is the provisional one (n = 97), which focuses mainly on food supply. Here, we distinguish
between “food supply-quantity” (60%), including local food supply in general, e.g., [97,109] and “food
supply-quality”, referring to for instance fresh, healthy, and/or organic food (34%), e.g., [125,160].
Other provisional ecosystem services include “medicinal resources” (5%) [47] and the “supply of
raw materials” in general (1%) [85]. Regulating ecosystem services (n = 66) include particularly the
“regulation of local climate and air quality” (27%) [46], “run-off mitigation” (20%) [52], or “maintenance
of soil fertility” (18%) [165], while “noise reduction” [166] or “waste-water treatment” [39] plays a
minor role as do co-benefits and regulating ecosystem services (2% respectively).
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Besides providing ecosystem services as co-benefits, the review found that UPA stands out for
its multifunctionality, encompassing social (n = 162), economic (n = 72) and ecological categories
(n = 72). An overview of all multifunctional co-benefits and ecosystems services is listed in
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Supplementary Material S4. Regarding multifunctional co-benefits, social impacts are predominant
in the review literature and “community-building and participation” with 59 citations is, similar to
the social drivers (see Section 3.3.1), by far the most prominent indicator in the whole review (19% of
all co-benefits, 36% of all social co-benefits). Community-building and participation include, social
integration [50,60], citizen engagement [81,133], stakeholder participation [97,167], or the sharing of
food and other resources [15]. Not as striking but also of main importance in the review are the
social co-benefits of “environmental awareness-raising and education” (17%), for example through
community garden events, [56] or workshops [97], as well as the contribution to “public health”
(17%) [50]. In contrast, a positive media awareness of UPA, e.g., [159], plays only a minor role,
according to the review literature (1%).

Both, economic and ecological co-benefits have been cited 72 times equally in the review.
Considering economic co-benefits, “resource savings” in form of costs [168], energy [169], or waste [88],
is a major indicator within the economic category (42%). It is closely followed by “income and job
creation” (35%) [133,167] and “local market benefits” (24%), such as local cycling of money [147]
or fostering local competition [113]. Ecological co-benefits mainly refer to “habitat provision and
biodiversity” [65,170] (32%) as well as to the “reduction of environmental pollution” sources (32%)
such as N2O by the use of soilless crops [45]. Conversely, “avoided land transformation” (4%) [169],
for example, is of minor importance within the ecological category of co-benefits.

3.4.2. Actors Affected by UPA

In contrast to UPA implementation, the macro scale is not affected by the impacts of UPA,
according to the review. The meso scale, incorporating the local government with its different
departments and the council, is affected in 18 cases e.g., through further city income generation [15] or a
better city image [113] thanks to UPA. Similar to the actors relevant for UPA implementation, the micro
scale has the highest number and diversity of actors within the review (n = 146) and includes residents
(n = 48), vulnerable population groups (including children and youth, pensioners, immigrants, people
of low income, unemployed people, homeless people, handicapped people, clinic patients (n = 28),
(urban) farmers (n = 21), gardeners (n = 15), consumers (n = 7), NGOs (n = 4), researchers (n = 4),
volunteers (n = 4), activists (n = 3), local and/or social companies (n = 3), tourists (n = 3), real-estate
agencies (n = 2), investors (n = 2), artists (n = 1), and journalists (n = 1).

4. Discussion

4.1. (Peri-)Urban Agriculture as Nature-Based Solution—An Assessment Framework

As shown in the previous sections, UPA contributes to a range of societal challenges supplying
multidimensional co-benefits. Therefore, we suggest, that UPA can be considered as an urban
NbS. According to Eggermont et al. (2015), there are three types of NbS: (1) NbS with no or
minimal interventions in the ecosystem, (2) NbS that seek to advance multifunctional and sustainable
ecosystems and landscapes and (3) solutions designing and managing new ecosystems such as greening
grey infrastructure [22]. Innovative approaches for multifunctional agricultural landscapes, aiming for
natural systems, can be considered as the second type of NbS [22]. However, since agriculture within
cities can be implemented in and on buildings as well [151], UPA can also fall into the third NbS type
and UPA can be considered as a hybrid solution for sustainable urban development.

To implement innovative NbS there is the need of integrative evaluations [161], which can be
supported by indicators [19]. Raymond et al. (2017) developed a general seven-step framework for
NbS assessment which has been adapted and specified for UPA in this study [21]. To foster UPA as NbS
we suggest, based on the review results, that three steps should be considered for an integrative UPA
assessment: 1) vision definition, 2) implementation efficiency, and 3) impact efficiency (see Figure 6).
Efficiency is understood as the degree of UPA as NbS contributing to a specific societal challenge (Cx,
Cy, Cz) (see pillar 1).
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4.1.1. Vision Definition

To foster a successful NbS implementation and reduce the complexity of problems, there is a strong
need to define clear visions and identify the key challenge areas the solution should address [21,22,171].
Our review showed that UPA has the potential to at least address ten various challenges (although we
argue that the list of challenges should not be regarded as complete). In fact, assessing the success of
UPA should take into account its multisectoral nature [158]. The challenges then can act as guiding
visions UPA should contribute to. However, the significance of challenges might differ between
local conditions and actors in charge that could make a selection and prioritization of challenges
necessary. While in shrinking cities the revitalization of vacant spaces through UPA might be a crucial
field of action [172], in growing cities the implementation of UPA into the built infrastructure can
present a pressing need to reduce heat island effect and flooding while keeping the city compact [173].
Another reason to select only a few challenges might be the lack of resources to implement and monitor
NbS [19,21]. Indeed, in some papers more UPA monitoring was recommended such as related to
pesticide pollution [174], food safety [95], and soil quality [120]. All in all, UPA should not only
focus on a single challenge. In general, agriculture can be considered as being sustainable when
being multifunctional and offering additional functions to food production in environmental, social,
and economic dimensions [36]. From the 150 papers analyzed in depth, 37% of the papers focus on
two, 6% on three challenges (6%) (see Supplementary Material S2). The most investigated additional
challenge is related to social cohesion (challenge 9) which is promoted by UPA in the course of urban
renewal and regeneration (challenge 6, e.g., [95,97,99]).

Besides selecting and/or prioritizing the challenges, there is the need to identify which types of
UPA can contribute to these challenges. Thus, our review underlines that UPA must be understood
as a mosaic of sub-solutions such as urban farms, community gardens, or indoor farming. So far,
the focus of current research is clearly on community gardens (n = 58), followed by residential
gardens/backyards (n = 24), and rooftop gardens and rooftop greenhouses (n = 23). Less often
investigated were, for instance organic farms (n = 1) [106] or orchards (n = 2) [72,163]. For mapping
different forms of UPA, Google Earth and web-mapping services can be used as demonstrated on
the residential garden, community garden, urban farm, institutional garden, and illegal garden [175].
During the analysis of the reviewed papers it became evident that the categorization of the different
types of UPA could not be done in a stringent manner since the terminology of the papers differed, for
instance between a spatial perspective where UPA was conducted (e.g., on roof tops, peri-urban land,
indoor), actor perspective (e.g., family farm, community rooftop farming), or production perspective
(e.g., aquaponics, professional UPA, hobby farm). The analysis showed further that so far a strategic
comparison of the different types of UPA is missing. More research is needed to categorize the
different forms of UPA and to identify their advantages and disadvantages contributing to challenges
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of urbanization. The categorization of UPA should also reflect a technological perspective of UPA
to identify any benefits between more technical types of UPA (e.g., hydroponics [156]) and more
natural types of UPA (e.g., organic garden [137]). In general, there is the demand to demonstrate
the effectiveness of NbS compared to technology-based solutions such as targeting climate change
adaptation and mitigation [25]. The assessment framework developed in this study can be used for
such an integrative assessment related to UPA.

4.1.2. Implementation Efficiency

The implementation of UPA can be influenced by a range of drivers and constraints such as
institutional, economic, social, spatial, or technical ones (see Section 3.3). Thus, when deciding
on the types of UPA it should be checked if and with which efforts they can be implemented.
For instance, the acceptance between UPA might differ depending on the degree of their naturalness.
The implementation of ZFarming can be constrained by the perceived risks associated with being
‘unnatural’, health hazards, rejection of animal in cities, or as being too expensive [164]. In general,
the implementation of innovative forms of UPA need a strong political support to share any risks
and provide supportive regulations [151,152]. Thus, when assessing the implementation efficiency of
UPA also supporting actors and instruments should be taken into account promoting strategic green
infrastructure planning (see Supplementary Material S3). In general, NbS needs innovative forms of
stakeholder engagement and any adaptions of policies, planning and legislation for supporting NbS
need to be identified [18,21]. That actors support is of crucial importance for UPA implementation can
be assumed by the fact that in particular community support as a social driver and lack of governmental
support as an institutional constraint are the most mentioned indicators in the reviewed papers (see
Section 3.3.1). The majority of papers of the review suggest that UPA should be considered as a
bottom-up activity rather than a top-down urban planning approach (e.g., [95,117,141]). At the same
time, professional coordination is important to compensate short-term commitment by residents [176],
suggesting that a multi-scale governance enables UPA implementation [133]. To avoid residents
rejecting urban garden projects, an early involvement of relevant actors and communication plans for
participatory and multi-stakeholder dialogues are recommended [95,97]. That bottom-up initiatives
are in the focus of the majority of reviewed papers might result from the fact that most of the case
studies refer to urban gardening projects rather than urban farming (see Section 4.1.1). If there are
differences in the success of top-down vs. bottom-up initiatives between different forms of UPA further
research is required.

4.1.3. Impact Efficiency

The systemic nature of NbS arises through their supply of social, economic, and ecological
co-benefits which need to be assessed along the implementation process [18,21]. Our review showed
that UPA provides a range of ecosystem services as well as co-benefits which are not directly derived
from the ecosystem (e.g., jobs, support of environmental behavior, see Section 3.4). Thus, in our
assessment framework we suggest considering the multifunctionality of UPA, as well as ecosystem
services supplied by UPA. Combining the assessment of multifunctional agriculture as farm-centered
approach with ecosystem services provided by agriculture as service-centered approach, we can
operationalize a sustainable agricultural management [36]. In the assessment we suggest embedding
the ecosystem services of UPA into the multifunctional agricultural approach by applying a trinomial
classification of ecosystem services reflecting productive services as economic, regulatory services as
ecological and cultural services as societal pillars. By doing so a direct link between the concepts of
ecosystem services and sustainability can be made visible [37]. In our framework biodiversity can
then be considered as an ecological impact by UPA. Interestingly, the review showed that although the
major focus of the papers is on challenge 3 (biodiversity and ecosystem services), this challenge is only
considered by two papers as an additional challenge [105,135]. This might be due to the fact that the
concept of ecosystem services is considered to be an integrative, holistic approach, which makes the
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multiple benefits humans receive from the ecosystems visible [177] and thus, making an explicit focus
to further challenges related to UPA unnecessary.

The review showed further that a range of actors is benefitting from UPA and its related ecosystem
services and multifunctional benefits (see Supplementary Material S4). This fact is in our assessment
framework respected by not only considering different actors engaged in UPA (see Section 4.1.2)
but also reflects who is indeed benefiting from UPA (see Supplementary Material S4). By doing so,
the framework allows to cross-check if vulnerable and disadvantaged population groups have access
to the positive impacts by UPA as well and to avoid any race- and class-based disparities among UPA
practitioners [142].

4.1.4. Possibilities for Applying the Assessment Framework

The assessment framework introduced in this study suggests that UPA can target a range of
visions which can be achieved by various forms of UPA. UPA realization is driven by multifaceted
framework conditions as well as benefits and risks that need to be addressed. To handle this complexity
the framework can be approached by applying a multicriteria analyses (MCA). MCA can support
an integrated valuation of NbS by identifying appropriate strategies for water pollution control
and their multidimensional benefits taking into account preferences by different stakeholders [161].
In our framework, MCA can be used to prioritize the challenges and types of UPA contributing to
them. The drivers and constraints of realization and multidimensional co-benefits can be used as
indicators to identify implementation (see Supplementary Material S3) and impact efficiency (see
Supplementary Material S4). Indicators are operative tools to monitor and characterize NbS [19,21].
The indicators are embedded then in the various system elements I-VII (see Figure 6) framing the UPA
system as NbS. By doing so the framework reflects that NbS stand out for their systemic approach to
manage and solve challenges [27].

For the assessment, a mix of methods can be used depending on the challenges and types of UPA to
be assessed such as shown in the reviewed papers. For analyzing enabling factors of UPA stakeholder
interviews [111] and planning analysis can be conducted [110]. To visualize multiple ecosystems
services provided by UPA, remote sensing [165], models such as inVest analyzing the pollination
potentials [75], plant inventories and regression modelling [64], or interviews with gardeners [61] can be
conducted, to name only a few methods. For the integrative assessment an inter- and transdisciplinary
team is recommended.

4.2. Risks and Ecosystem Disservices Related with UPA

Despite UPA’s potential as being a NbS, and the fact that the majority of the papers in our review
hold clearly positive perspectives on UPA (see Section 3.1.3), there is the need not to romanticize
UPA but to reflect also its potential risks and negative impacts [14] such as those related to ecosystem
disservices [178]. Papers focusing on threats by UPA to the respective challenges (see group of papers 1a
and 1b, Section 3.1.3) mention, for instance, that benefits such as reduced food miles can be constrained
by high energy demand [179] and inefficient water input [92]. In the review, papers critically reflect
in particular on potential risks by UPA related with public health (challenge 8). Papers deal with
contaminations concerning, for instance, soil health [180–182] or crops [166,183]. Also potential risks
of contamination through irrigation is considered [184,185]. Both papers found that irrigation such as
through stormwater [184] does not harm food security for human health [185]. Studies on ecosystem
disservices dealing with potential health risks through soil and crop pollution have differing findings.
Results on contamination of soil show that risks for human health can arise through soils contaminated
with Pb [180,181] or Cr, As, and Cd [182]. However, not all sites investigated by the studies exceed
the limits of contamination. Studies suggest that the level of risk strongly depends on the sites, their
land use history and impact by anthropogenic activities [180,181]. Also studies dealing with crop
pollutions found that health risks differ between trace elements, management practice and types of
crops cultivated [166]. Such as found in studies on soil pollution, health risks through crops can occur
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through Pb [166]. However, other studies found that Pb was below the limits [183,186,187] and the
products can be consumed without risks to human health. To get clear results, there is a strong need
for site-specific and detailed risk assessment and clear soil trace metal guideline by policy [182,188].
Consumers need to wash the food properly and avoid soil ingestion to reduce potential risks [187].

Like the minor focus of papers on threats related to UPA, the review shows, that papers also
dealing with positive impacts by UPA (see group of papers 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, Section 3.1.3) clearly focus on
more multifunctional co-benefits (82%) than threats (18%) derived from UPA. These findings underline
the positive image UPA has in general. Such as the multifunctional co-benefits, threats related to UPA
include social, economic and ecological categories (n total = 166 in our review).

Ecological threats are of major concern in the review (n = 33). “Threats to soil through UPA
activities”, including, for instance soil contamination through pesticide and chemical fertilizer use
e.g., [77], are most often cited in this impact category (42%). In contrast, ”high electricity demand
related to UPA“, for example for increased lighting of plants [152], was mentioned only twice in
the whole review. Negative social impacts of UPA are the second-most cited category of threats
(n = 24). In this case, “social injustice” (38%), including race- and/or class-based disparities within
UPA activities e.g., [142], is the major impact, closely followed by the ecosystem disservice “health
risks of urban food provision” (33%), e.g., due to high Pb concentrations in the soil of abandoned
land [189]. On the contrary, “unreliable participation in UPA” activities [190] is of minor social concern
within the reviewed literature (4%). Economic threats are comparatively low in number (n = 9). In this
category, “insecure employment opportunities” as well as “low efficiency of food self-production”
pose the major threats (33% respectively), whereas the “low economic value of UPA areas” has a minor
impact (1%), according to the review literature. An overview of all threats is found in Supplementary
Material S4.

All in all, it is argued that the concept of NbS is closely associated with natural systems agriculture
contributing to multifunctional ecosystems and landscapes [9,22]. In contrast, agro-industrial
techniques and conventional agriculture can have negative impacts on ecosystem services (e.g., by
high input of nutrients and chemicals) [171]. Thus, due to the fact that UPA can be considered as a
NbS there is the strong need to assess, besides UPA benefits, potential risks and ecosystem disservices
related with UPA.

5. Conclusions

Accomplishing sustainable agriculture is a major challenge to securing the increasing food
demand that is particularly connected to rapid urbanization. Our systematic literature review focusing
on countries from the global north showed that UPA can support the transformation to a sustainable
urban development when considered as NbS. UPA cannot only contribute to food security but also
to climate chance, biodiversity and ecosystems services, sustainable agricultural, resource efficiency,
urban regeneration, land management, public health, social cohesion and economic growth. We see
that it is important to emphasize that the task of UPA is not only to support food self-sufficiency of
cities but also the value of UPA with its multifunctional nature. Thus, there is a need to approach an
ecosystem-based agriculture to avoid that agriculture remains a part of the challenge being responsible
for ecosystem degradation. When properly managed, UPA helps urban residents to re-connect with
nature, reclaim public spaces, recover from disasters, and gain income. UPA can incorporate various
forms such as public community gardening, semi-public allotments or private farms. Our review
showed that further research is necessary to reflect this wide variety of UPA, also taking into account
shrinking and small cities. Such a multi-object approach can test how UPA can be up-scaled establishing
an edible city. How can edible cities be implemented? Which forms of UPA should they integrate?
Which multidimensional impacts can be expected? These questions shall be answered by further
research. Therefore, based on the review findings, we present an integrative assessment framework for
analyzing UPA as NbS. The framework can support urban stakeholders to reflect on the multisectoral
nature of UPA, its impact and implementation efficiency (considering also the concepts of ecosystem
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services and green infrastructure) and thus, contributing to livable and edible cities that efficiently
deal with the societal challenges of the 21st century.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/10/6/
1937/s1, Supplementary Material S1: Queries used in the database search and number of papers identified;
Supplementary Material S2: Complete list of papers including challenges addressed and study focus;
Supplementary Material S3: Overview of drivers and constraints, as well as actors influencing UPA
implementation; Supplementary Material S4: Overview of multifunctional impacts of UPA including ecosystem
services provided by UPA (co-benefits), multifunctional benefits of UPA, threats derived from UPA as well as
actors affected by the impacts of UPA.
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